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CCC ESA Working Group 

 Staff from all 8 Councils 
 WPFMC Asuka Ishizaki (Chair) 

 MAFMC Karson Cisneros 

 NEFMC Jonathan Peros  

 NPFMC Diana Evans 

 SAFMC Christina Wiegand  

 PFMC Merrick  Burden 

 GMFMC Carrie Simmons  

 CFMC Liajay Rivera 

 CCC formed WG at 
May 2022 meeting  
 Consider potential 

changes to ESA Policy 
Directive 

 Address issues identified 
by the CCC through May 
2021 & January 2022 
meetings 



October 2022 CCC Outcomes 

 CCC reviewed Working Group’s redline version of the ESA 
Policy Directive with changes to help resolve high priority issues 
identified by the Councils  

 CCC recommended that NMFS review the redline version and 
implement the changes drafted by the working group as soon as 
possible, prior to the regional coordination effort 

 NMFS decided to proceed with regional coordination effort 
prior to considering changes to the Policy Directive, and planned 
to bring draft changes to the Oct 2023 CCC meeting 

 

 
 



Overview of Redline Changes to Policy Directive 

 Add overarching policy statement – work through the MSA 
Council process to address fishery impacts on ESA-listed species 
rather than relying exclusively on RMPs/RPAs 

 Strengthen language for NMFS to involve Councils early in 
consultation process & agree to a coordinated schedule for 
involvement  

 Add language for involving Councils in development of RPMs in 
addition to RPAs 

 Add language for resolving disputes during coordination process 
 
 



Updates since May Meeting  

 Remaining regional coordination meetings conducted 
 CFMC: June 12 
 MAFMC & NEFMC (joint mtg): July 28 
 WPFMC: Aug 9 

 Regional meetings highlighted:  
 Importance of working through Council process to address ESA 

issues 
 Importance of early coordination on Section 7 consultations  
 Some improvements on regional coordination could be made 

through ROAs or other applicable Council processes, but should 
not replace redline changes to Policy Directive 



Updates since May Meeting  

 Regional meetings did not identify new significant issues  
 Working Group reiterates the importance of implementing the 

redline recommendations to the Policy Directive presented at the 
October 2022 CCC meeting  

 Working Group reconvened on Oct 6 to review NMFS 
proposed changes  
 Difficult to evaluate consistency of NMFS’ proposed changes to 

the intent of the CCC’s redline version without a companion 
document 

 NMFS proposing to add new sections to the Policy Directive, but 
no details provided on what would be included 

 No timeline provided on next steps 



ESA-MSA Policy Directive Timeline  
May 2021  CCC reviews PD implementation status and recommends strengthening relationship between NMFS and 

Councils on ESA consultations by updating PD to improve process and timing for Council involvement 

Jan 2022  NMFS convenes CCC Special Meeting on considerations of changes to the process of integrating 
Section 7 of the ESA with MSA  

May 2022  At CCC meeting, NMFS indicated major updates to PD was not needed, but would work with 
coordination with Councils; CCC forms Working Group (WG) to consider changes to PD  

Sept 2022 CCC WG meets with NMFS staff (Marian Macpherson, OSF, and Marla Hamilton, OPR) to review 
redline for initial feedback 

Oct 2022  CCC reviews WG’s redline version of the ESA PD; CCC recommends NMFS review redline version and 
implement changes drafted by the WG as soon as possible, prior to the regional coordination effort 

Feb 2023 Executive Directors meet with Sam Rauch and NMFS staff; NMFS reiterates they will not change PD 
until regional discussion are completed, and indicates plan to bring draft changes to the Oct 2023 
CCC meeting 

May 2023 CCC meeting; Simonds and Rauch provide respective updates on the regional meetings; Rauch 
indicated his commitment to bringing back draft changes to the October 2023 CCC meeting.  



Considerations for CCC Discussion 

 Working Group suggests that the CCC work with 
NMFS to develop a clear timeline for next steps 

 Working Group requests a meeting to discuss the 
draft changes to the policy directive prior to NMFS 
completing the revisions with regions and General 
Council 

 Section 7 consultation trainings should occur after 
changes to the Policy Directive are approved 
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CCC ESA Working Group

Staff from all 8 Councils

WPFMC	Asuka Ishizaki (Chair)

MAFMC	Karson Cisneros

NEFMC	Jonathan Peros	

NPFMC	Diana Evans

SAFMC	Christina Wiegand	

PFMC	Merrick  Burden

GMFMC	Carrie Simmons	

CFMC	Liajay Rivera

CCC formed WG at May 2022 meeting 

Consider potential changes to ESA Policy Directive

Address issues identified by the CCC through May 2021 & January 2022 meetings











At the May 2022 CCC meeting, CCC formed a working group to consider potential changes to the ESA Policy Directive addressing issues identified by the CCC through the May 2021 and January 2022 meetings.



The working group consists of one staff member from each Council. 
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October 2022 CCC Outcomes

CCC reviewed Working Group’s redline version of the ESA Policy Directive with changes to help resolve high priority issues identified by the Councils 

CCC recommended that NMFS review the redline version and implement the changes drafted by the working group as soon as possible, prior to the regional coordination effort

NMFS decided to proceed with regional coordination effort prior to considering changes to the Policy Directive, and planned to bring draft changes to the Oct 2023 CCC meeting

















As you will recall, the CCC at the October meeting last year reviewed the redline version of the ESA Policy Directive developed by the Working Group. The CCC recommended that NMFS review the redline version and implement the changes drafted by the working group as soon as possible, prior to the regional coordination effort. 



NMFS in response indicated that they will not be changing the Policy Directive until region-specific discussions are completed, and proceeded to coordinate the regional meetings between each Council-regional office pairs. We have now completed that process, and just heard NMFS’ preliminary draft changes in Sam’s presentation. 
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Overview of Redline Changes to Policy Directive

Add overarching policy statement – work through the MSA Council process to address fishery impacts on ESA-listed species rather than relying exclusively on RMPs/RPAs

Strengthen language for NMFS to involve Councils early in consultation process & agree to a coordinated schedule for involvement 

Add language for involving Councils in development of RPMs in addition to RPAs

Add language for resolving disputes during coordination process















The overview of redline changes that Sam presented in his powerpoint was different than how we characterized it, so here is a recap of CCC’s characterization of the key changes. 

 Adding an overarching policy statement that NMFS will work in close coordination with the Councils through the MSA Council process to address fishery impacts on ESA-listed species, rather than relying exclusively on RPMs and RPAs resulting from consultations. This would be an extension of the recognition of the Councils’ unique role already included in the Policy Directive, and addresses the issue that prescriptive RPMs/RPAs do not provide the Councils with the opportunity to develop measures through the normal Council process. This also reflects the approach taken in successful examples of coordination.

 Strengthen language for NMFS to involve Councils early in the consultation process and agreeing to a coordinated schedule for Council involvement, as well as removing some of the discretion from provisions that have allowed NMFS to limit Council involvement. This addresses the issue of lack of communication and coordination from NMFS.

 Add language for involving Councils in development of RPMs in addition to RPAs. This addresses the issue that Councils have been told that NMFS did not need to coordinate because there were no RPAs in the BiOp (existing Policy Directive focuses on working with Councils on RPAs in jeopardy situations)

 Add language for resolving disputes during the coordination process in the event that disagreements arise on the Council’s role and involvement. 

 

At the core of these redline changes was the recognition that early Council involvement and coordination for developing any mitigation measures will ensure development of practical and effective measures through a transparent stakeholder-based process that takes into account MSA National Standards. The Councils have been successful in developing successful management measures because the Council process ensures the voices of those who will be at the receiving end of those management measures to be built into the decision-making process. The intent with the redline changes it to build upon those successes. [next slide]
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Updates since May Meeting 

Remaining regional coordination meetings conducted

CFMC: June 12

MAFMC & NEFMC (joint mtg): July 28

WPFMC: Aug 9

Regional meetings highlighted: 

Importance of working through Council process to address ESA issues

Importance of early coordination on Section 7 consultations 

Some improvements on regional coordination could be made through ROAs or other applicable Council processes, but should not replace redline changes to Policy Directive











Since the May CCC meeting, the remaining four Councils had their regional meetings, and highlights from each meeting are compiled in the Working Group’s report. The regional meetings continued to highlight the importance of working through the Council process to address ESA issues and the importance of early coordination on Section 7 consultations, as these have been at the root of the challenges Councils have experienced in recent consultations. Both of these issues are addressed in CCC’s proposed redline changes to the Policy Directive. 
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Updates since May Meeting 

Regional meetings did not identify new significant issues 

Working Group reiterates the importance of implementing the redline recommendations to the Policy Directive presented at the October 2022 CCC meeting 

Working Group reconvened on Oct 6 to review NMFS proposed changes 

Difficult to evaluate consistency of NMFS’ proposed changes to the intent of the CCC’s redline version without a companion document

NMFS proposing to add new sections to the Policy Directive, but no details provided on what would be included

No timeline provided on next steps











Overall, the Working Group did not see any new significant issues identified through the regional meetings, and reiterates the importance of addressing changes to the Policy Directive, as outlined in the redline recommendations to the CCC that were presented in October 2022.



The Working Group met last week Friday to  review NMFS’ presentation on ESA/MSA integration, which was made available two days prior. Without a companion document, the Working Group found it difficult to evaluate whether NMFS’ proposed changes were consistent with the intent of the CCC’s redline version. NMFS is also proposing to add new sections to the Policy Directive, including guidance for coordinating development of RPAs, RPMs and Terms and Conditions, but no details were provided on what would be included in these sections. The Working Group was disappointed that no timeline was provided on next steps.
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ESA-MSA Policy Directive Timeline 

May 2021 	CCC reviews PD implementation status and recommends strengthening relationship between NMFS and Councils on ESA consultations by updating PD to improve process and timing for Council involvement

Jan 2022 	NMFS convenes CCC Special Meeting on considerations of changes to the process of integrating Section 7 of the ESA with MSA	

May 2022 	At CCC meeting, NMFS indicated major updates to PD was not needed, but would work with coordination with Councils; CCC forms Working Group (WG) to consider changes to PD 

Sept 2022	CCC WG meets with NMFS staff (Marian Macpherson, OSF, and Marla Hamilton, OPR) to review redline for initial feedback

Oct 2022 	CCC reviews WG’s redline version of the ESA PD; CCC recommends NMFS review redline version and implement changes drafted by the WG as soon as possible, prior to the regional coordination effort

Feb 2023	Executive Directors meet with Sam Rauch and NMFS staff; NMFS reiterates they will not change PD until regional discussion are completed, and indicates plan to bring draft changes to the Oct 2023 CCC meeting

May 2023	CCC meeting; Simonds and Rauch provide respective updates on the regional meetings; Rauch indicated his commitment to bringing back draft changes to the October 2023 CCC meeting. 











The lack of timeline was particularly disappointing because the CCC has been discussing these priority issues pertaining to the ESA-MSA Policy Directive since May 2021. It has been over two and a half years since the CCC first recommended updating the Policy Directive to improve the process and timing for Council involvement, and a year since the CCC recommended implementation of the redline changes. 
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Considerations for CCC Discussion

Working Group suggests that the CCC work with NMFS to develop a clear timeline for next steps

Working Group requests a meeting to discuss the draft changes to the policy directive prior to NMFS completing the revisions with regions and General Council

Section 7 consultation trainings should occur after changes to the Policy Directive are approved















The Working Group suggests that the CCC work with NMFS to develop a clear timeline for next steps. CCC started the process of reviewing the Policy Directive in May 2021, and it has been a year since the CCC recommended the redline changes to NMFS. 



The Working Group  also requests a meeting with NMFS Headquarters staff to discuss the draft changes to the policy directive prior to NMFS completing the revisions with regions and General Council. The Working Group finds that a discussion with NMFS Headquarters staff is warranted before further revisions are developed, so that the direction for the policy directive changes are aligned with the intent of the CCC’s redline. 



NMFS identified section 7 consultation training for Councils and Council staff as one of the next steps. The Working Group suggests that such training should occur after changes to the Policy Directive are approved so that the near-term priority is to agree on the changes. 



[end of slides]
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